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INTRODUCTION 

This paper discusses changes and improvements which have taken place in 
the design of centrifuging equipment since the publication of "Principles of 
Sugar Technology" (P. Honig)', in Vol. I11 of which were three chapters 
dealing with various aspects of sugar centrifugingz. 

The paper comments on the direction which such developments have 
taken, and on the performance of the newer machines. The major part is 
devoted to the continuous centrifugal, of which only slight mention was made 
in the book, but which has accounted for some of the biggest changes in this 
field in the last ten to fifteen years. 

I. BATCH MACHINES 

A .  General 

The batch sugar centrifugal is a very thoroughly developed machine, tried 
and tested over many years on many different duties. It  is not surprising 
therefore that development since the early 1960's has been more in respect of 
detail than of principle. Advances have resulted largely from progress made in 
other technologies: in electrical engineering, including especially the use of 
solid-state electronic devices; in metallurgy with the development of better 
corrosion-resisting alloys; and in methods of construction. The trend has been 
more and more towards power operation of valves and of ploughs and towards 
automation of virtually all stages in the machine cycle. These points are 
perhaps best considered under separate headings, though it must not be 
forgotten that in practice they tend to react upon one another in their effects. 

B. Areas of progress 

1 Baskets 
The main changes here have been in material, and method, of construction. 

From the fairly simple mild steel basket and riveted construction, more modern 
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techniques have allowed progress into the use of stainless alloy steels and 
welded joints. Considerable care and know-how is needed to retain the 
required strength in the welds, and well-controlled heat treatments are called 
for if unwanted stresses are to be relieved and the structure of the metal left 
unimpaired. Even now some makers are not confident of their capacity to 
produce such baskets and may prefer to supply baskets in high grade mild steel, 
possibly with bottoms and caps secured with patent high tensile uniform 
c lamp-b~l t~ .  

~ o s t  makers continue to fit reinforcing hoops around the shell, which 
provide additional resistance to the bursting forces and certainly safeguard 
against any sudden failures. However, not all makers adopt this policy, some 
supplying high grade steel baskets without hoops. Machine duties vary 
considerably from factory to factory, and it cannot be too firmly said that, 
whatever their design, baskets should be submitted to rigorous examination at 
regular intervals through their working life. Any wear and stress can then be 
detected at an early stage and appropriate measures can be taken. 

In basket design the trend has been towards bigger baskets. The 48 in. x 
30in. has become commonplace and baskets of 54in. diam. are now well 
known. In particular there has been a recent move towards deeper baskets, 
32in. becoming a new standard. Big baskets such as these bring their own 
problems, not only because of the bigger loads imposed but in the bigger power 
requirements, in plough design, in wash system design, and in ensuring even 
charging and purging. To overcome these latter two problems, at least one 
maker has introduced a slight taper into the normal cylindrical basket, leaving it 
slightly wider at the top. A further modification is to vary the vertical pitch of 
the holes in the basket shell; with more drainage holes top and bottom than in 
the central region of the basket, the masse is more likely to flow evenly over the 
whole wall. This of course is assuming the massecuite to be distributed into the 
basket via some for111 of cone or collar on the basket spindle and about 
mid-way up the basket. 

The bottom outlet or discharge valve has always posed problems; some 
baskets have been open-bottomed, some have a flat plate which has to be lifted, 
some a coned valve which has to be raised, or raised and tilted. More recent 
developments include an ingenious "umbrella" valve. This patented device 
consists of a flexible rubberised cloth, reinforced with metal plates (rather in 
the form of the petals of a flower), which completely covers the outlet during 
charging and spinning. To permit discharge the valve is raised, via a central 
sleeve on the spindle, and folds like an umbrella round the spindle, thus leaving 
a free open passage for the spun sugar. 

One advantage of this design is that it is to some extent self-cleaning, 
because of the flexing of the material at each cycle. It occupies very little space 
in the basket when raised, thus giving minimum obstruction to the sugar during 
the ploughing down. 

Another manufacturer has developed a cone-shaped valve which is opened 
by lowering. This is also said to give a clean discharge and will of course leave 
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no obstruction to sugar in the basket. It may well be harder wearing than the 
flexible umbrella type, which would seem to be particularly vulnerable at the 
folds. 

2 Charging valves 
Power operation of the charge valve is now accepted practice. Various 

designs have been developed, including vertical sliding, horizontal sliding, and 
hemispherical V-ball. The most serious problem is usually leakage. This leads 
not only to the presence in the basket of unpurged syrup but, particularly with 
the richer massecuites, to plug formation immediately behind the valve. Some 
designs require water lubrication of the valve guides, probably giving rise to 
another problem in respect of proper collection of this water. 

One maker uses a vertical slide valve, very close up on the feed vessel, 
feeding into a chute which has a second flap valve a t  its lower end over the 
basket. Any leakage from the main valve can be expected to be held by the 
lower valve (on which the pressure is of course much less), ultimately to be 
discharged with the next filling of the basket. Certainly this should avoid the 
sugar contamination problems even if not the plugging problems. 

The V-ball is said to give a good tight cut-off. It is self-cleaning and fast in 
operation. 

The method of control of the valve varies from maker to maker. In some 
cases the size of the valve opening can be adjusted to suit different masse 
fluidities, but operation is quickly full-open to full-shut. In others the closing 
becomes a more gradual process as the automatic charge-detecting device 
moves towards its "basket full" position. In automatic machines there has to be 
some such device to detect the degree of fill of the basket and then to impulse 
the valve-closing mechanism. This device may take one of several forms, again 
depending on the maker. One system uses a substantially flat plate which rides 
upon the face of the sugar wall and therefore moves progressively further away 
from the basket side as the basket fills. The plate is carried on a pivot at one end 
and its movement therefore appears as a rotation about the pivot. The degree of 
rotation serves to signal the valve-operating gear, usually through a servo 
control. 

Another version uses a spike-toothed wheel on a vertically disposed shaft. 
The wheel and shaft rotate at high speed when the masse face reaches far 
enough into the basket to contact the teeth. A centrifugal switch in the shaft 
provides the signal to the valve to close. This is somewhat simpler in its control 
and seems satisfactory in use. 

A more recent device makes use of an electronic capacity-probe to sense 
the position of the masse face. The absence of moving parts in this system 
should be an advantage. 

3 Dischargers or ploughs 
The problems of ploughing are too well known to need detailed explana- 

tion here, but it is of interest to see how various makers have dealt with the 
problems in automatic ploughing. 
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The plough in an automatic machine will probably be parked within the 
basket This being so, it is important to consider the effect of mechanical or 
electrical defects which could cause the plough to descend and move into the 
sugar while the machine is spinning at top speed. 

One means of reducing the risk of damage is to arrange that the machine 
slows to a stop at the end of the spin and then accelerates in reverse direction 
up to a suitable speed for ploughing. In this design the plough blade "trails" 
behind the rotation of the basket as long as the machine is in spin (i ,e.  is moving 
in forward rotation). Should some malfunction lead to the plough moving in 
towards the sugar, it will not dig in but will be thrown back. This should 
rninimise, if not totally avoid, the risk of damage. Unfortunately it can also be 
claimed that the time occupied in slowing to a stop and accelerating back to 
plough speed is unproductive and thereby reduces the overall machine capac- 
ity. It also requires additional electrical switching and often a separate reverse 
drive motor. 

Another maker uses the simpler forward ploughing arrangements but relies 
on multiple electrical interlocking to prevent plough movement while the 
machine is running at more than plough speed. This is simpler, saves time, and 
avoids the need for reverse drive. At the same time it is not easily possible to 
see and check the interlock action. Any failure of the interlock could have quite 
disastrous consequences. 

Yet another approach is to design and position the plough blade in such a 
way that it has to be "powered" to cut into the sugar wall. It  is electrically 
driven via a screw and nut feed (to give vertical movement) and through a 
slotted cam device (to give angular positioning). The electric motor used has 
three speeds: low speed for blade insertion, a higher speed for ploughing down, 
and a very high speed for plough return. Limit switches control the plough 
action. The angle of the plough blade relative to the basket, the position of its 
pivot "behind" the tip, relative to basket rotation, and the spring loading 
applied to the blade, give a particularly resilient action. The screen damage 
which can result from some degree of dig-in with the normal plough is avoided 
in this way. A further refinement is to blow compressed air at the spokes of the 
basket hub during discharge to avoid a sugar build-up. This seems a very 
positive, completely reproducible method of ploughing, with good safety 
features, and its mechanical action is easily seen and checked. 

4 Wash systems 
There seems to be little really new development in the matter of washing 

the sugar. Washing devices are now usually of the fixed spray design and may 
consist of either a single nozzle or an array of several nozzles, disposed so as to 
give full coverage of the sugar wall by the water spray. Careful adjustment of 
individual sprays can, if required, even give a bias to the quantities of water 
used at various levels in the basket. For example, there may be very slightly 
more water applied at the bottom and just under the top lip, to counter the usual 
tendency to have very slightly worse purging in these zones. The spray nozzles, 
designed to give either hollow cone distribution, full cone, or flat-fan spray, are 
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normally carried on a rigid vertical pipe inserted through the top of the monitor 
case. The pipe itself is often designed to allow both up-and-down and rotational 
adjustment to give optimum directing of the spray. 

Some makers prefer a perforated pipe rather than the series of nozzles. 
This pipe may be curved at the bottom to improve the washing in this difficult 
zone by giving a rather higher concentration of water spray. 

Water application is usually controlled by the use of a timer on the water 
valve; there may be provision for a so-called "split wash" where two or even 
three water applications may be made in each cycle, each application being of 
independently controlled duration. 

Various makers, and various users, may have their own views as to the 
best rate of application. Some prefer a fairly slow rate, perhaps in a particularly 
fine spray, while at the other extreme some prefer the whole wash to be applied 
as rapidly as physically possible (the so-called "dump wash"). It is likely that 
the variations in quality achieved by these adjustments are in fact quite slight in 
comparison with variations due to other causes. 

5 Controls 
There has been, over the years, a steady progress in the design of control 

gear for batch machines. Such progress stems largely from the considerable 
development in pneumatic controls of all kinds, and perhaps even more from 
the great strides made in the science and application of electronics. Electronic 

, controls are now increasingly replacing the pneumatic. 
The early electric controls made use of more or less complicated electro- 

mechanical devices, often with step-wise electromagnetic timers and relay 
systems. These were usually effective when new, and often successfully 
achieved automatic operation where previously all control had been manual. 
However, they were naturally susceptible to mechanical wear and to deteriora- 
tion with age of some of the electrical components. When wear developed in 
this way, their action could become alarmingly erratic. Although electric 
control was used, the various operations were more often than not pneumati- 
cally powered, and this arrangement seems to have been retained successfully 
in most installations ever since. The trend, however, has been to progress with 
more and more sophistication in the electrics with less inclusion of mechanical 
devices. One step was to provide a multiplicity of timers in series, each in the 
form of a synchronous clock which could be pre-set for the particular desired 
delay time. Each one "timed out" to initiate the next stage in the machine cycle 
and to start the next clock running. This had the advantage that machine 
operations could be readily monitored simply by watching the timers, and 
furthermore the adjustment was easy and the settings easily seen. Wear was 
much less and, if failures did occur, individual timers could be readily replaced 
if necessary. Further timers could be installed in order to link together several 
machines for battery operation, the machines being started in sequence at 
intervals calculated to meet the required throughput. 

Further progress has followed in the wake of advancing electronic 
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technology, and we now see fully solid-state timing of all stages of the machine 
cycle and of battery operations if required. Such equipment can be expected to 
have a very long life indeed, has no moving parts, and is not very liable to 
gradual deterioration with age. If defects do appear, servicing is quick and 
simple on a "card-replacement" basis. The equipment takes up little space and 
is therefore much easier to protect from the, usually unsympathetic, conditions 
of a machine station. 

Some manufacturers have developed totally pneumatic control gear (as 
well as using pneumatic power operation) and they will offer such a system as 
an alternative to their own electronic systems. This could perhaps be of help in 
areas of the world where maintenance of electronic apparatus is a t  present 
difficult, slow, or expensive, but where, it is felt, personnel could quite readily 
cope with the more easily understood pneumatic systems. One pre-requisite, 
however, would seem to be a good, clean, oil-free, reliable compressed air 
supply. 

6 Drives 
There are many and varied forms of electrical drive which have been 

applied to the sugar batch centrifugal. These represent, in each case, the best 
compromise, in the view of the makers or the users, between the conflicting 
requirements of low costs, simplicity of maintenance, flexibility, fitness for a 
particular duty, reliability and so on. 

( a )  Pole-change a.c. motors. Where robustness and simplicity count more 
than electrical efficiency, many machines have been driven by two-speed, 
pole-change, a.c. motors. On a single frequency supply (say 50 Hz), these 
machines will be accelerated to top speed in two stages. They are "variable 
speed" only in that a step-change is possible, and their top speeds will be less 
than synchronous speed by some degree of slip. A form of electrical regenera- 
tive braking is provided by this scheme, but from half-speed down to plough 
speed (or to stop) requires the use of a mechanical brake with all its associated 
wear and tear problems. To provide a ploughing speed, a much lower frequency 
supply, say 5 Hz, must be provided. 

In this system there is no flexibility to permit use of different rates of 
acceleration or different top speeds. The regenerative system is only partly 
effective in energy recovery, most of the applied energy being dissipated as 
heat. 

A rather similar system, using the simple squirrel-cage motor, supplies this 
first with 50Hz current, then (at half-speed) with 100 Hz via a frequency 
changer. One frequency can be used in this way to supply a battery of many 
machines, and the individual motors and their switch gear can be relatively 
simple. Of course the frequency changer itself may have to be large and 
relatively expensive, and it must be reliably maintained since the whole 
machine battery will depend upon it. A separate small motor may provide slow 
reverse drive if required for ploughing. 
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More recently a three-speed pole-change motor has been developed, two 
speeds being achieved by pole-changing and the third by the addition of a 
separate winding. This improves efficiency but adds to the complexity. 

(b) The d.c. motor (Ward-Leonard). This system is more sophisticated 
and makes use of a d.c. motor with its variable-speed characteristics to power 
the machine. This motor is fed from a d.c. generator, in turn driven by an a.c. 
induction motor. The system permits variation of speed, and of acceleration, by 
appropriate adjustment of the voltage to the field windings of the d.c. motor. 
This is achieved by varying the field excitation of the d.c. generator. In this 
way, using relatively complex electronic circuitry and the thyratron valve, the 
required speeds can be pre-set into the control system. 

The machine may in the same way be slowed to zero speed, and indeed 
into reverse (by the same motor) for ploughing. The mechanical brake would 
then be for emergency stop only. While the individual motors can be "stan- 
dard" and therefore cheap, the whole system tends to be complicated, requires 
expertise in maintenance, and occupies considerable space. 

(c) The stator-fed three-phase commutator motor. In this (the N-S 
variable-speed system by Laurence, Scott) an a.c. drive motor is used with an 
induction regulator. The latter is in effect a transformer in which one set of 
windings can be displaced through a small angle relative to the other. The main 
motor has its stator directly fed from the main supply, but its rotor fed from the 
secondary winding of the induction regulator. The magnitude of the phase 
difference between these two supplies determines the speed of the motor, and 
is itself determined by the angular relationship between the induction-regulator 
windings. In response to signals from the machine control timers a small pilot 
motor, in combination with limit switches, moves the induction-regulator 
windings to the appropriate position for each stage of the machine cycle. 

In this way various combinations of speed and acceleration can be 
achieved. Fully regenerative electric braking is available, although the power 
factor is poor and has to be corrected by the use of capacitors. In such a 
system, reverse ploughing can be obtained from the main drive motor by 
reversing the main winding connections. A mechanical brake would be used 
only for emergency. 

(d) The variable-speed a.c. commutator motor. Yet another drive system 
which has come into use on the high performance batch machine is this a.c. 
motor, the so-called Schrage motor (after its inventor). This is a rotor-fed 
motor having one set of rotor windings brought out to a commutator. The 
brushes on the commutator are fed to a stator winding. The frequency at these 
brushes will be "slip frequency", and the voltage will depend on the angular 
displacement of one from the other. The motor speed will depend on the 
magnitude of this voltage, but everywhere in the range the speed will be 
asynchronous, i.e. there will be a slip away from no-load speed dependent upon 
the applied load. 
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BY providing a means of moving the brushes, one relative to the other, 
either a~~tomatically or manually, every different speed and torque requirement 
of the sugar centrifugal can be met. Moreover, the rate at which the brush-gear 
is moved will determine the rate at which the motor's speed will change and 
how much power it takes from (or returns to) the supply. Thus there is a 
c o n t i n ~ ~ ~ ~ l y  variable-speed, reversible motor, and an efficient brake, as 
required. The fully regenerative nature of the system makes for high efficiency, 
but plainly there are complications in both the motor windings and the 
brush-gear. The motor is expensive, and is larger and heavier than the others 
discussed. 

(Notice that with the stator-fed N-S, or the rotor-fed Schrage motors, if a 
particularly stable speed is thought to be necessary, independent of motor-load 
fluctuations, a closed-loop control can be applied. For this the machine speed is 
*nonitored by a tacho-generator coupled to the motor spindle. The generated 
voltage, proportional to motor speed, is contilluously compared with a voltage 
pre-set on a potentiometer and proportional to the required speed. If a 
deviation arises then an "error" voltage results which, suitably amplified, can 
be made to feed a servo-motor on the induction regulator of the stator-fed 
motor, or to operate the brush-shifting gear of the Schrage motor. The 
servo-motor then proceeds to adjust in such a way as to remove the speed 
deviation4.) 

(e) Thyristor-controlled d.c. drive. Another system, rapidly gaining in 
popularity, uses a d.c. drive motor with speed control by thyristor. The latter is 
of course a solid-state semi-conductor which, with no moving parts, can be 
made comparatively small and is reliable and long-lasting. It has seen consider- 
able development in recent years. It  functions as a controlled rectifier, and 
when connected in an a.c. circuit is non-conducting during the negative 
half-cycles of the supply. It conducts during the positive half-cycles only after 
a suitable triggering voltage has been applied to the "gate", and conduction 
ceases again at the end of each positive half-cycle. Thus the average current 
applied is "direct", but its magnitude depends on the precise moment within the 
positive half-cycle at which the gate is triggered. This timing can be controlled 
by an appropriate phase-shift circuit and set by potentiometer. 

In this way such a motor can be set to give any speed, or series of speeds, 
as set up on the potentiometer, and the speed can again be stabilised if 
necessary by means of feedback from a monitoring tacho-generator4. 

The simplicity and robustness of this system is leading to its increasing use 
on the batch sugar centrifugal, and several makers now offer it as standard. 

(f) Selection of a drive system. The criteria mainly to be considered in 
comparing machine drives will be: 

process satisfaction 
reliability and maintenance 
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power consumption 
space occupied 
simplicity and "understandability" 
first cost. 

It is clear that the selection of a drive is not a simple matter, and that the 
influencing factors are of different relative importance in different installations. 
It is probably this fact which accounts for so many different types still being 
used, or offered for use. 

11. CONTINUOUS MACHINES 

A. Historical 

I The move away from batch machines 
Probably the most significant change in the process of sugar centrifuging 

has been the gradual development, and increasingly rapid adoption, of the 
continuous machine in its various forms. 

The idea of course is not particularly new. There has been for many years, 
and quite understandably, a strong desire on the part of sugar engineers to 
make the centrifuging process a continuous one in order to reap benefits in 
reduced power demand, in reduced first cost, in increased safety, and in easier 
maintenance. Particularly was this so as the only modern alternative, the large, 
automatic, high performance batch machine, became more and more sophisti- 
cated. This tended more and more to give rise to serious problems in the less 
developed or more remote areas of the world. In these areas spares could be 
perhaps difficult and costly to obtain quickly, and maintenance skills could be 
in short supply. 

No doubt progress has been slower than in some other areas of technol- 
ogy, for a reason which is common to much of the specialised sugar processing 
machinery. It is rarely possible to design and build a prototype centrifugal 
machine which is at once highly satisfactory from all aspects, and the 
unsatisfactory features can only be determined by actual test under the 
conditions of the sugar factory. But before such tests can be made the machine 
needs to be sold (or otherwise placed) into a working factory. Some factory 
managements, however, may be less than enthusiastic at the prospect, and 
unless success is achieved fairly rapidly, may well lose interest. Development 
of new devices therefore, relates to the availability of test facilities -which in 
the highly specialised field of sugar production may be relatively poor. 
Moreover, once the manufacturer feels that he has a machine which he can sell, 
even though its performance leaves room for some improvement, he is tempted 
to go into production, and once in production he may be reluctant, or financially 
unable, to make the modifications which the experiences of his customers soon 
show to be required. Hence the slowness of development, the relative absence 
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of reliable data on performance, and the continued presence on the market of 
machines with some poor characteristics. 

2 The horizontal machine 
Horizontal-axis continuous centrifugals have been made for many years, 

but they have probably never enjoyed any very wide application in the sugar 
industry. They tend to be large and rather complicated, and they may often 
have given rise to unacceptable crystal damage. The major West European 
manufacturer of the "pusher" type horizontal machine has now ceased 
production of this model. Probably such machines were in any case too 

to hold their own against the simpler vertical-axis conical types. 

3 The vertical -axis machine 
Various attempts have been made to develop a vertical-axis continuous 

machine, including the more or less complex designs using a frusto-conical 
basket disposed with its smaller diameter uppermost, and with some form of 
screw or helix to accomplish the feed and/or discharge functions5. But by far 
the greatest and most successful advance has been with the simpler types in 
which the conical basket is arranged with its larger diameter upwards. The 
machine is usually under-driven by "V" belts from a motor placed alongside. 
Such machines can be fed simply by gravity into (or near to) the centre of the 
basket at its smaller end, and discharge becomes both continuous and automa- 
tic without the need for special mechanical loading or discharging devices. 

So widespread has the use of such machines now become that a closer 
examination is justified here to explore their many special (good and bad) 
characteristics. 

B. The principle of  the vertical -axis, conical basket, continuous -flow cen - 
trifuge 

1 Forces acting upon the sugar 
If the conventional cylindrical, perforated-wall centrifuge basket is rede- 

signed in the form of a frustum of a cone, sealed at one end and having its 
larger, open diameter (without a cap) uppermost, then the pattern of forces 
acting upon the crystals on the screen changes very significantly. The 
mechanics of the operation at once become much more complex. 

Component forces parallel to the screen surface now appear, their 
magnitude dependent upon the angle of the screen to the vertical, upon the 
friction coefficient between masse (or crystals) and the screen, and of course 
upon the gravity factor. (Gravity factor or G is the factor by which the 
centrifugal force on the masse exceeds the force of gravity on the masse.) 

The force needed to maintain the centripetal acceleration of the masse is 
provided by a component of the reaction force from the screen. The reaction is 
normal to the screen, whereas the centripetal force must be horizontal, that is 
to say, normal to the axis of rotation. This is indicated in Fig. 1 where the 
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"basket angle" is shown as angle A. For unit mass of sugar we can resolve the 
reaction force r into two component forces, r l ,  which acts horizontally towards 
the centre of the basket, and r,  acting upwards, parallel to the screen. 

It can be seen that r, = r tan A. There will also be a friction force f which 
will act parallel to the screen. This will depend upon the coefficient of friction p 
between sugar and screen and upon the reaction force normal to the screen. 
Thus f = pr. 

The nett force upwards parallel to the screen, tending to cause movement 
of sugar towards the basket lip, will be: 

It  is zero when p = tan A but becomes positive when tan A exceeds p. 
Thus when p approximates to a value equal to the tangent of the basket 

angle, it can be expected that the sugar will remain in stationary equilibrium on 
the screen. Any lower value for the friction coefficient, e.g. when the crystal is 
surrounded by a lubricant in the form of syrup as in a massecuite, will give rise 
to a nett force upwards which will displace all the sugar upwards over the 
screen. In such a design the spun sugar can be self-discharging as long as masse 
continues to be fed in. 

The coefficient of friction at any point on the screen will depend to a large 
part upon the extent to which molasses is forming a lubricant between crystal 
and screen. As the quantity of such molasses reduces (i.e. as purging proceeds) 
so the friction can be expected to increase. If the feed is stopped, the 
comparatively large upward nett force, exerted by the last increment of inasse to 
have been added, becomes rapidly smaller as the molasses purges off. This 
reduces the rate of movement of the sugar "wall". This in turn increases the 
effective residence time, increases the purge, and so further reduces the rate of 
movement of the sugar. These events take place in ever more rapid sequence so 
that, in practice, the sugar discharge ceases almost immediately the feed is 
stopped. 

Of course, with all the little variations occurring in practice this may 
represent a somewhat idealised situation, but nevertheless conditions can be 
made to approximate closely to those described. A thin film of masse can be 
maintained over the whole surface of the screen, unpurged at the bottom but 
progressively more completely purged towards the top. This film will slide from 
bottom to top exactly in accordance with the rate of feed. 

Experience has shown that a basket angle of 30"-34" will cover most 
normal conditions, certainly for factory or refinery low-grade work. 

2 Masse  film thickness 
It is important to notice that there is no thick sugar "wall", retained by a 

basket "cap" as in the cylindrical basket machine. Any tendency to a thickness 
increase in the masse film will be countered by flow forces which cause the 
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excess masse to spread over the screen. As this happens the purging will 
become less complete, and rmrmal Process control will then be applied so as to 
reduce input rate. 

Masse film thickness is to this extent self-correcting to meet the required 
q u a l i t y / t h r ~ ~ g h p ~ t  compromise. 

3 Throughput rate 
The maximum achievable throughput rate for a given screen area, screen 

open area, and gravity factor will depend very greatly on the viscosity (or 
fluidity) of the masse entering the machine. Purging, however, will be less 
hindered than in a batch machine by high molasses viscosity, or by small or 
mixed grain size, because of the extreme thinness of the masse film. I t  should 
be possible therefore to work with smaller grain, more mixed grain, or more 
vfscous molasses (where these conditions are either desirable or unavoidable) 
and still to purge to an acceptable sugar purity, provided always that the masse 
fluidity can be kept adequately high. 

It would also appear that below a limiting throughput rate no advantage is 
likely in respect of quality. If the molasses is virtually all purged off when the 
sugar is still some way from the basket rim, it follows that the masse film was 
unnecessarily thin, hence throughput rate was unnecessarily low. 

4 Use of  wash water 
Further differences between a conical machine of this kind and the 

conventional batch machine may also become apparent if a water "wash" is 
applied. It has become fairly usual to refer to "wash" in the batch machine as if 
each individual crystal was in some way being subjected to a spray of hot 
water, the proportion of water to crystal being everywhere the same as that of 
total wash water weight to total sugar weight, (i.e. the "% wash"). In fact, of 
course, only a very small portion (the "face") of the sugar wall receives a water 
wash. The remaining bulk is subjected to a displacement process in which the 
molasses film is, to a greater or lesser extent, displaced by a "clairce" or high 
quality liquor formed by the dissolving in wash water of the crystal nearest the 
face. 

Thus the proportion of water to crystal is very high indeed in the layer near 
the surface and virtually zero through the bulk of the wall. As a result, any 
water that is applied saturates itself with sugar by re-solution of the crystal near 
the face. A proportion of this dissolved sugar is then purged into the molasses, 
the rest remaining as a thin film on the crystals. 

In the conical machine the masse layer will be so thin that, for all practical 
purposes, the proportion of water to crystal will be the same for all crystals. At 
wash percentages normally applied, such a proportion will be too small to do 
more than dilute the molasses film on each crystal. There will be no significant 
re-solution of the crystal. The resulting dilution of molasses film will, however, 
lower its viscosity, so that further purging of the film can take place. Most of 
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the film (and the water now within it) will be rapidly removed from the crystal 
surface but molasses purity will not be raised. 

5 Filtering effect of the sugar crystal wall 
A further result of having only a thin massecuite film, rather than a thick 

wall, is that the resulting reduction in "filter effect" leaves virtually all the 
screening of solid crystals from liquid molasses to be achieved via the actual 
holes in the screen itself. There can be little question of any smaller-than-hole 
crystals being retained by the bridging of larger crystals across the screen 
apertures. There is therefore a need for a very dmall screen aperture. Bearing in 
mind the simultaneous need for the maximum possible open area in the screen, 
and for adequate resistance to the considerable wear occasioned by the sliding 
of the crystals over the screen, it is clear that proper screen selection is very 
important. 

6 Crystal damage 
Because of the sliding of the crystals over the screen and because of the 

high peripheral velocity of the basket at the point of discharge, it is perhaps to 
be expected that some damage to the crystal is very possible. In a paper by 
Werner Siepe6, it is claimed that the damage incurred in passage over the screen 
is very minor, being represented only as a scoring of the crystal faces. Serious 
damage occurs only after the crystals leave the basket, and is effected when a 
crystal strikes either the monitor case or other sugar crystals. Consideration of 
the mathematical relationships between gravity factor, basket diameter, and 
circumferential speed indicates that there will be an optimum basket size 
which, while affording the lowest practical speed, allows the greatest cen- 
tripetal acceleration. It is shown that, above a certain minimum diameter of 
about 200 mm, any increase in diameter increases the circumferential speed 
proportionately more than it increases the centripetal acceleration. That is to 
say, as basket diameter is progressively increased, the crystal-damaging 
condition is worsened more rapidly than the molasses/sugar separating poten- 
tial is improved. 

7 Material strength and energy economy 
In the same paper6 it is also pointed out that the allowable circumferential 

speed must be limited by the strength of the material employed in the basket's 
construction. To keep within such a limit in any given basket design, an 
increase in basket size will have to be accompanied by a decrease in the 
centripetal acceleration (or gravity factor). Also, it is shown that the specific 
power application needed to produce a specified acceleration is directly 
proportional to the basket diameter. Thus an increase in basket diameter not 
only increases the risk of damage to crystals, but it also makes poorer use of 
the applied energy. Such calculations ignore other ways in which power may be 
absorbed, for example in moving large volumes of air. If the design of the 
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basket leads to the easy entrainment of air, then significantly more power may 
be called for. 

C. The vertical-axis, conical machine with rotating chargerldischarger 

1 The new principle 
One of the most recent advances being made by a prominent West 

European manufacturer of sugar machinery7 is the conical-basket machine, 
which has inside its basket a second driven element rotating at a speed very 
slightly different from that of the basket but in the same direction. This element 
carries two devices, disposed 180" apart, which serve to feed masse on to the 
screen in a layer of controlled thickness, and two further devices, similarly 
disposed, which act as scrapers, or lifters, to initiate discharge of the spun 
sugar. This patented system has yet to be seen in wide-scale production, but it 
shows great promise in field trials. 

2 Special characteristics 
The machine has a number of characteristics which set it apart from other 

conical-basket machines: 
(a) The sugar wall thickness varies from top to bottom of the basket and is 

pre-set to accord exactly with the gravity factor at each level. 
(b) The wall thickness is of the order of 30-40 mm, i.e. much less than in a 

batch machine but much more than in the usual conical machine. It achieves an 
excellent compromise between lack of "filter effect" (see Section B.5 above) 
and excessive compaction and blockage. 

(c) Design parameters are adjusted so that the available friction force is 
always more than the component force tending to make the sugar slide up the 
cone. Hence the sugar stays where it is put, does not slide over the screen, and 
is not, in this sense, self-discharging. 

(d) By the continuous insertion of a smooth-faced scraper blade between 
sugar and screen (at a relative speed of perhaps 2 r.p.m.), the friction coefficient 
at this point is suddenly decreased. The sugar on the scraper then will slide 
rapidly radially upwards to discharge over the top of the basket. Crystal 
damage can thereby be reduced and product-sugar standards more readily be 
maintained. 

(e) The period of time through which the sugar is subjected to the designed 
gravity can be pre-set to any desired value to suit the type of masse being spun. 
It will clearly relate to the speed differential between basket and 
feederldischarger. Purging will be progressively more complete at points of 
increasingly greater angular displacement from the feeder up to the 180" 
position where discharge takes place. 

(f) In the absence of attrition by the sliding of the sugar, the screen sustains 
I comparatively little wear. Furthermore, the hole size is less critical since the 
i sugar wall is now thick enough to retain fine crystal. The screen therefore may I 
1 Sugar Technol. Rev., 4 (1976177) 49-87 
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be of robust, less precise, construction, which not only reduces first cost but 
which also allows longer periods between down-times for screen changing. 

D. Basic design 

I The main elements 
The vertical-axis machine must consist essentially of six basic elements: 
(a) the basket 
(b) the acceleration cup 
(c) the screen 
(d) the sugar-collecting monitor casing 
(e) the molasses-collecting monitor casing 
(f) the drive system and miscellaneous controls. 

The essential parts of the vertical-axis machine are shown in Fig. 2, while 
Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show various refinements in design. I 

(a) The basket. This must be of the specified cone angle to suit the masse to 
be spun. It must have provision, in the form of holes or channels, for the 
draining away of the purged molasses. It must be capable of supporting the 
screen without slip or displacement, and without significant deformation of the 
screen under the heavy loads applied. It must be of adequate strength to resist 
these large pressures and the bursting forces resulting from the rapid rotation 
of the basket itself. The entire basket must, of course, be coupled to its drive 
mechanism by safe but simple means to facilitate removal of the basket either 
to fit a replacement or for attention to the main bearings. 

The dimensions will have been decided taking account of the strength of 
the basket material (not forgetting the possible effects of corrosion), the gravity 
factor, the required throughput, the efficient use of power, the type of 
massecuite and the significance of any crystal damage, all as outlined in Section 
B, 6 and 7 above. 

(b) The acceleration cup. Since masse entering the machine has to be 
accelerated into a circular path, and to high velocity, it is clearly very desirable 
that this is largely achieved before the masse starts to traverse the screen. 
Furthermore, it is important that distribution over the screen is entirely 
uniform if uneven purging, uneven running, and vibration are to be avoided. 

This function is performed by some form of cup, cylinder or disc at the 
lower end of the basket. Masse fed into it or onto it is dragged round by 
frictional forces and flows under the influence of centrifugal force up the 
sloping side of the cup to form a reasonably uniform, thin wall of masse. In this 
form it moves out of the cup and onto the screen. 

(c) The screen. This is a component whose proper design is quite vital to 
performance. It is required to suffer the continual sliding of masse or crystal 
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across its surface where forces normal to the screen are large. It  must therefore 
be hard-surfaced to resist this wear. At the same time it has to resist 
deformation with the minimum of support from the basket, since in general the 
more of its area is in contact with the basket the less free becomes the drainage 
of the molasses. The percentage of open area must be as large as possible to 
facilitate drainage but without further loss of strength. The holes must be only 
very small because the thin sugar wall has so little "filter effect" (see Section 
B.5 above) to help retain fine crystals, and ideally the holes should have a shape 
and section best calculated to avoid blockage by wedge action. 

The screen material must resist possible chemical corrosion by the process 
materials, (including particularly any "waters" used for washing the sugar). 
And, of course, electrolytic action between the dissimilar metals of basket and 
screen cannot be ignored. Finally, the complete screen must be reasonably easy 
to handle, without damage, both in storage and during replacement in the 
machine, and yet it must not be too costly, bearing in mind its likely length of 
life in these arduous conditions. 

It  is not surprising that whereas the principle of such a machine was well 
appreciated many years ago, its practical development had to wait upon the 
provision of a screen which could properly fulfil all these requirements. 

( d )  The sugar-collecting monitor casing. This will surround the rotating 
basket as an outer annular ring reaching above the level of the top of the 
basket. It will contain the spun sugar as this is ejected tangentially at high speed 
over the rim of the basket and will decelerate it so that it can fall under gravity 
to the bottom half of the casing. Here there must be some arrangement of 
chutes to allow the sugar to discharge to a conveyor or melter. The casing and 
chutes may be of relatively light gauge, but the design should take account of 
the possible abrasive effect of the high velocity crystals impinging upon a 
comparatively narrow band of metal, and of possible corrosion of much of the 
casing in the hot, humid, possibly acid conditions. Some device for extracting a 
sample of spun sugar will usually be fitted, and the top of the case will be 
enclosed except for a feed entry hole and inspection doors or flaps over the 
basket and over the sugar space. 

( e )  The molasses -collecting casing. This is in the form of a second annular 
ring around the basket, inside the sugar casing and not extending above the 
basket rim. This space will collect the purged molasses flung from the basket, 
and will be liable to some corrosion. The case will have some form of labyrinth 
at the top, next to the basket rim, to induce molasses flow out and down, and to 
prevent molasses escaping outwards into the sugar space. It will have an outlet 
pipe at the bottom to take away the molasses as it drains down the vertical sides 
of the casing. Probably some form of liquid seal will be incorporated to avoid 
problems due to "windage", the high velocity air movement associated with the 
fast rotating basket. 
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(f) The drive system and miscellaneous controls. The drive system will 
consist first of a shaft upon which the basket is mounted, carried in suitably 
arranged ball and roller bearings. Lubrication will normally be by forced-feed 
oil and there will be a system to close the machine down should the oil supply 
fail. The shaft will carry a pulley for poly-"V" belt drive from a second pulley 
on the shaft of a vertically mounted motor. The motor will be small compared 
with that on a batch machine, since the high accelerating/decelerating loads will 
no longer be present. Furthermore, there will be no need for the complication 
of variable speed to accommodate charging or ploughing. The motor can 
therefore be a simple standard a.c. type. 

There would need to be some form of flexible mounting to damp out 
tendencies to vibration in the event of some irregularity of charge or purge. 
There would be a charging or feeding valve permitting control of massecuite 
flow into the acceleration cup, and there may perhaps be inter-relating controls 
to maintain constant motor load (hence constant feed rate) and to provide feed 
cut-off in the event of drive failure. 

Means would be provided to spray wash water on to the masse surface at 
one or more points, and possibly low pressure steam would be injected in a 
rather similar way. 

2 Diferences in design philosophy 
All the items listed above are basic to the design, but, of course, they have 

been treated in various ways by various manufacturers. To some extent the 
variations in design reflect different basic starting points, e.g. whether the 
manufacturer's earlier interest lay in the field of sugar centrifuging, in sugar 
plant in general, or in, say, sievelscreen manufacture. 

They may also reflect the extent to which development has progressed as a 
result of long-term field trials as indicated in Section A.1. 

For these reasons there are machines where stability and smooth running 
have first been ensured, followed by careful design of basket drainage-all 
features which long experience in centrifugal manufacture would show to be of 
prime importance. There are machines in which the provision of a suitable 
screen has been seen as a prime objective, and the basket has been considered 
mainly as a support for this screen; matters of bearing design and drive systems 
then received attention rather later as field experience demonstrated the need. 

E. Variations in design 

As indicated earlier, there have been several differences between original 
designs by different manufacturers. Over the years there have also been 
changes made as experience in the field dictated. These variations deserve a 
closer examination. 
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1 Basket construction 
In general, basket construction has tended to take one or other of two 

basic forms, the fabricated, and the solid one-piece. 
The fabricated basket consists of some form of "cage" made up of radial 

ribs and a series of concentric rings. The ribs may be solid, or more usually of 
angle or channel section, and the rings, which are of stepped-down sizes to 
form the required cone, are welded to the ribs. It will be clear that such a form 
of construction calls for some care and precision: the structure would have to 
be jigged to ensure accurate form, and the welding would need to be skilfully 
done. The welding rod would probably be used in weighed amounts to  ensure 
uniformity and to minimise the extent of later correction to achieve dynamic 
balance. 

Since such a construction could not of itself provide the support required 
by the screen (see Section D.l (a) and (b)), some form of backing screen or 
substructure is also needed. Such a support screen usually takes the form of a 
punched or expanded-hole sheet (sometimes called a "nutmeg grater" form), 
though a woven wire may be used. The expanded-hole type has directional 
properties, that is to say it will more readily drain off molasses that flows over it 
if the flow is from one particular direction, and variously less readily if the flow 
is from other directions. 

This point needs to be considered during construction. The sub-screen will 
probably be in the form of sectors of a circle, while the material supply may be 
in the form of a parallel-edged roll of some standard width. The need for 
uniformity in the "hole direction" in the sectors needs to be balanced against 
the potential wastage in cutting from the roll. 

It should be noted that any stress failure of the fabricated basket will tend 
to be in the form of distortion or displacement of some kind, possibly 
associated with some cracking at the welds. It follows that failure is unlikely to 
be sudden, some pre-warning being most probable. 

All tendencies to an increase in vibration should be carefully investigated, 
especially if changes in feed rate and wash rate do not readily produce a cure. 
This, of course, does not avoid the need for routine basket inspection. Such 
inspection should be regular and made by a truly competent person. 

The solid basket is usually a one-piece casting in stainless steel in which 
drainage channels and holes are later machined. There is no welding involved 
and therefore no problem of unrelieved or unknown stresses. The entire basket 
can be properly heat-treated both before and after machining, so that its stress 
condition is entirely under control. One immediate advantage of such a basket 
is that air resistance is vastly reduced by the smooth outline, whereas the 
fabricated machine has some of the characteristics of an air fan. This in turn 
reduces all windage problems in the machine casing and significantly reduces 
the power absorbed. Some manufacturers have attempted to achieve these 
objectives by "fairing-in" the rib structure with sheet. Although some success 
can result, the basket does of course become more complicated. 

Drainage channels in the early solid baskets consisted of many annular 
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grooves machined in the inner face and having holes drilled at intervals right 
through the wall. The grooves were of carefully designed section and had 
between them flat lands which conformed accurately to the required cone 
shape and upon which the screen could be very well supported with minimum 
deformation. The holes were carefully positioned to drain two channels at a 
time and were at uniform angular pitch from top to bottom of the basket. This 
gave close-pitched holes at the bottom, where molasses ejection was likely to 
be greater, and more widely spaced holes at the top where little molasses had to 
be drained. Later versions reduced the number of annular channels but 
retained the same pitch of holes. A backing screen of ground-flat woven wire 
was then used to support the working screen and to allow molasses drainage. 

The solid basket can be made extremely strong, and proper heat treatment 
ensures that the condition of the metal is precisely as intended. 

Nevertheless, any failure of a solid basket might well be by a sudden 
bursting with little obvious warning. While the risk is extremely small, regular 
routine examination of the basket would still seem essential. In particular, a 
careful search should be made for hairline cracking from the drainage holes. 
Some manufacturers have not allowed for holes all the way up the basket, but 
have provided holes only round a narrow band near the top. They believe that 
adequate drainage passage beneath the screen, together with the upward forces 
resulting from centrifugal action, would cause all molasses to flow to the upper 
portion of the basket and there be adequately discharged. 

Earlier machines had basket angles between 22" and 34", but more recently 
there has been standardisation on 30" or 34". At least one manufacturer has 
fixed on just a 30" basket, believing that this is adequate for all massecuites 
which a continuous conical machine can handle anyway. Other makers claim 
an advantage for the 34" basket when working very low grade masses. There 
has been a tendency to standardise also on major basket diameters at 1000,800 
and 600 mm. The complications of interacting parameters have already been 
mentioned, and nowhere is this more apparent than when trying to compare the 
potential of machines with similar major diameters but different angles (and 
therefore screen areas). The matter is not made easier by the lack of 
standardisation in rotational speed; even supposing the drive motor speeds to 
be standard (and with supplies variously at 60 or 50 Hz they are not), the easy 
interchangeability of drive pulleys means that there is not the same incentive to 
standardisation of speed. 

A further variation seen in some machines is the addition of an outer skirt 
to the basket (see Fig. 5). This is of unperforated sheet and takes the form of a 
second frustum of a cone, this time with its major diameter downwards. It is 
attached to the basket just below the rim, but above all the rows of holes, and 
would normally be one-fifth to one-quarter of the depth of the basket. The point 
of this design is that molasses flung from upper parts of the normal plain basket 
tends to concentrate in the aerodynamically "difficult" zone between moving 
basket and stationary sugar casing. The risk of re-entrainment of molasses 
droplets then becomes very real. With the addition of the skirt, molasses in this 
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region, while escaping from the holes in the basket, is still contained within the 
rotating skirt. This molasses will then move downwards to the larger diameter 
of the skirt from where it will safely discharge into the molasses casing well 
down below the rim. 

It is necessary somehow to hold the screen securely in the basket since, 
because of the conical shape, it will otherwise eject with the sugar. To avoid 
any upward crumpling, the main clamp needs to be at the bottom, putting the 
screen in tension. Most makers therefore use a clamping ring of some kind to 
clamp down the screen at the top of the accelerating cup. Such a clamp is 
effective round the entire bottom circumference if properly designed and fitted. 
The exact design of clamp ring and its holding-down screws depends rather on 
the arrangement of the machine bearings. Where, as in some machines, these 
are entirely external to the basket, the clamp device takes the form of a simple 
cup held down by screws through its base. Better machines, with the bearings 
within the cone of the basket, use a bell-shaped clamp with holding-down 
screws through its flat top. This latter design has the advantage of leaving the 
screws much more readily accessible, and (if feed is off-centre) such screws 
will not be liable to the considerable attrition caused by impingement of a 
masse stream. Some early machines were also fitted with a flat clamp ring at the 
top of the basket, calling for the screen to be carefully dressed outwards when 
being fitted. This was hard on the delicate screen material. More usually now, 
top clamping is merely in the form of small clips arranged at intervals round the 
rim. These help to hold the screen down and in reasonable contact with the 
basket (even if stationary), while allowing a small degree of lateral movement 
or stretch as the screen settles down. 

The accelerating cup itself has taken many forms. In early machines it was 
very shallow and therefore perhaps none too effective. Unless the masse is 
effectively accelerated before it moves on to the screen, it will probably not be 
evenly distributed, screen area utilisation will be poor, and vibration may well 
set in. Later machines tended to have deeper, larger cups, sometimes with 
grooves or patterns machined inside to assist masse pick-up. Some makers 
have specified on-centre feeding, some off-centre, largely to get the best from 
their particular design of cup. At least one manufacturer has a design which 
feeds the masse into a small centre cup supported well up in the basket on top 
of the bearing housing. This cup has a series of vertically upstanding distribu- 
tion pins which catch the massecuite, accelerate it and throw it to the outer wall 
of the cup; from there the masse flows down an annular channel between the 
bearing housing and an outer "bell", discharging at the bottom horizontally 
outwards into the cup proper, and thence onto the screen. 

Included with this device is provision for spraying water onto the masse 
stream as it falls into the cup and for surrounding the falling masse with steam 
from an outer annular jacket. Water, steam and masse are mixed together by 
the accelerating pins, thus reducing molasses viscosity while accelerating the 
masse before transfer to the screen. Several manufacturers enclose the feed 
stream in a tube of some kind, terminating just above the cup, into which steam 
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and/or water can be sprayed as a lubricant. A rather similar design by another 
company provides for the re-heating of cooled low grade masse within the main 
accelerating cup of the machine8. This, it is said, (a) avoids the need for a 
separate re-heating plant, and (b) exposes the masse to re-heat temperatures for 
the absolute minimum time. 

This system uses a series of concentric rings within the accelerating cup, 
forming a set of under-and-over weirs, past which the masse must flow in 
passing from the central feed charging-pipe to the screen (see Fig. 5). The 
charge-pipe is enclosed by a second pipe which forms an annular jacket 
carrying steam into the cup: such steam then makes fairly intimate contact with 
the masse passing the weir-rings. Water is also run slowly into the top of the 
feed charge-pipe, maintaining a lubricated wall to the pipe and assisting the 
masse flow. To permit the required flow round the restrictions formed by the 
weir-rings, and to allow time for the required transfer of heat, the cup has 
necessarily to be made larger than usual. In retaining the same basket-top 
diameter and the same cone angle, the basket becomes a much shallower one, 
apparently without serious loss of capacity. 

All baskets for these machines are normally in a stainless alloy steel. 

2 The casings 
In early machines the casing was looked on simply as a device to contain 

the ejected sugar, or the ejected molasses, and perhaps provide support for 
such ancillaries as the wash-water pipes, steam pipes and sampling device. 
Sheet mild steel was the normal material. The design was usually such that a 
section of the casing could be demounted to provide access to the moving 
parts. 

Designs later standardised to some extent, it now being common practice 
to have the outer (sugar) casing split and flanged on some horizontal plane so 
that the top section could be removed entirely to give access. There are, 
however, still different designs in respect of the exact level at which the split is 
made. Some machines have this very low down, so exposing a very large part 
of the molasses casing and giving clear access to the basket. Others tend to 
make the removable part shallow, the flange being at about the level of the top 
of the molasses casing. 

Most makers have provided some sort of radius between the side walls and 
the flat top, although the size varies, maker to maker. A generous radius, as in 
one American machine, probably assists in collecting the sugar with the 
minimum of damage, and tends to avoid a hang-up of sugar in this region. Some 
machines still retain a virtually "square" corner. Stainless steel casings are now 
available, and some makers offer mild steel with epoxy-based coatings. 
Corrosion inside the plain mild steel casing tends to be fairly severe. 

The molasses chamber has a number of minor variations, but in general 
there are one or two subsections or annular baffles leading down from the top 
rim, all designed to assist molasses collection from the difficult zone near the 
basket rim and to avoid re-entrainment by windage. It is difficult to be sure how 
effective these various designs are. 
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It is also quite common to provide baffles in the form of narrow helical 
blades attached to the outer vertical wall. These are intended to encourage a 
downward molasses flow to the bottom and so out of the chamber. The bottom 
of the chamber is usually arranged to have a slight fall to the outlet point. 

Because of the sometimes severe damage that can be done to crystals 
hurtling across from the rim of the basket and impinging at high speed on to the 
casing, many manufacturers have investigated methods of safely decelerating 
,uch crystals before impact. Of these probably the simplest and best-known is 
the system which has the upper part of the casing very much enlarged. 

The case is then brought down to normal size at the bottom, making it into 
a large conical frustum (rather like the basket itself) with a shallow, large 
diameter, cylindrical top portion. This obviously takes more material, is rather 
more complicated to make and, above all, occupies much more space in the 
factory. On the other hand, it can go some little way towards reducing the 
extent of breakage to an acceptable level. 

3 Screens 
Screens can be classified according to: 
(a) material of construction 
(b) hole size and shape 
(c) open area. 
The particular screen decided upon for any machine application is usually 

a compromise, taking account of the several requirements as set out in Section 
D.1 (b). 

(a )  Material. The material used is normally chosen to resist, as  far as 
possible, the severe surface wear encountered, but, of course, it must also lend 
itself to a feasible process of manufacture. The numerous very small, 
precision-formed holes call for sophisticated methods of manufacture, details 
of which are not too freely published. Some screens are of stainless steel and 
have round holes. In early screens these were said to be punched, but more 
recently they have probably been formed by an etching process. Some stainless 
steel screens are further plated with chromium to give a harder wearing 
surface. Other makers have used screens made of nickel, probably electro- 
deposited, and again often chromium plated. Copper has also been used, with a 
surface plating of nickel. 

( b )  Hole size and shape. Holes in the screens have been either circular or 
rectangular. The size has been chosen for the particular duty, since obviously 
hole size must relate to likely grain size; molasses viscosity may also affect size 
requirement, bearing in mind the dynamic nature of the screening operation. Of 
course, if mechanical strength is to be retained there will also be limitation on 
the percentage of open area which will result, a very important consideration in 
respect of molasses drainage and hence throughput capacity. In addition, the 
cloth thickness is important, not only in respect of the inherent strength of the 
sheet material but also in respect of the size, shape and disposition of the holes. 
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Here again the problem, clearly, is to find the best compromise. Among the 
round-hole screens, the commonest seem to have holes of 0.13 or 0.20 mm 
diam. The former would be in sheet of 0.13 mm thickness, the latter in 0.20 mm. 
These round-hole screens seem to have been particularly popular in the U.S.A. 
European makers supply a wide range of slotted-hole screens, of which the 
most common seem to be: 

0.06 x 2.2 mm 
0.09 X 1.6 mm (0.23 mm thick) 
0.10 x 3.0 mm 
0.06 X 1.66 mm (0.25 mm thick) 
0.06 x 0.6 mm 

Virtually any application can be met by choosing one of these. 
The slotted holes appear to be formed in the sheet either by an electrolytic 

deposition process or by a photo-resist-etch process. The slots are often 
slightly tapered through the screen with the intention of reducing blinding. 
Some users have pointed out that care is needed here to install the screens right 
side in-especially as they may be delivered rolled right side out. In better 
practice the rather vulnerable screen is delivered packed flat; it also has a more 
polished inner face and is often suitably inscribed, so that this error is unlikely. 
In some electro-formed screens of this kind the bottom edge may be left free of 
holes, or with a reduced hole pattern, for 20-30 mm in from the edge, so giving 
added strength in the clamping region. 

(c) Open area. Depending on the shape and size of the holes, and their 
disposition, open area can vary over the range 6-20%. The small-diameter 
round-hole screen can reach 20% while the large slots may give only 6%. 
Clearly, more open area gives potentially more free drainage, but the strength 
of the screen may perhaps suffer. 

The specialist nature of screen manufacture tends to limit the number of 
potential suppliers; screens also tend to be expensive, yet it is important that 
spares are readily available. Screen fitting needs to be fully understood and 
carefully carried out if screen life is not to be shortened. There have been cases 
where screen life has been reduced to less than one shift due to improper 
installation. This kind of incident not only increases operating costs but it 
complicates the problem of holding adequate numbers of spares. 

It is also often desirable (if not essential) to provide some kind of trap or 
mesh in the feed system to prevent gross solid contaminants from reaching the 
screen. A relatively small foreign body in the masse entering the machine can 
easily lead to premature screen failure. The risk is far greater than in a batch 
machine. 

4 Drive systems 
All the machines under consideration are belt-driven from vertically 

disposed motors, nowadays usually via poly-V belts. The bearing systems 
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usually combine roller bearings and ball-type bearings to deal with the axial and 
radial loads imposed. However, significant differences exist in the placing of 
these bearings in relation to the basket. 

Some makers attach the basket to the upper end of a short spindle, in turn 
carried in bearings near either end, with the drive pulley outside the bearings at 
the lower end. This might be considered an obvious and simple form of 
construction, but it does have the disadvantage that the heavy rotating element 
(the basket and contents) overhangs the bearings. The bearings are fairly close 
to one another because of the short spindle, and although the latter can be made 
of substantial diameters, the bearing loads can still be considerable. It  is not 
unknown for a spindle of this kind to twist or bend in service. 

An alternative approach used by some manufacturers is to lower the basket 
down around the spindle so that the top bearings are inside the basket. Careful 
design can then ensure that the centre of gravity of the rotating masse comes 
between the bearings, so reducing the loads and leading to smoother running. 
An incidental advantage is that the whole machine can be made less tall, 
thereby making operation and maintenance much easier. 

A further difference arises in the means adopted to absorb any vibration 
which may develop. The apparently simple way used in early machines, and 
still adopted by some makers, is to mount the bearing housing rigidly into the 
bottom of the casings, using stiffening webs as thought necessary to make the 
whole into a single rigid unit. The entire machine is then mounted on some form 
of compressed rubber anti-vibration blocks disposed around the circumference 
of the casing. Their spacing is usually irregular, to take account of the presence 
of the drive motor at one side. Such a system is partially effective, but of course 
any remaining vibration affects the entire machine, motor and fittings. 

The more sophisticated approach, applied where the top bearing is inside 
the basket, is to fit the anti-vibration mountings between bearing housing and 
casing bottom. A simple design puts the buffers directly between a substantial 
flange on the bearing housing and a thickened section of the machine base. The 
casing then bolts solidly to the floor or supporting steel-work. An even better 
design carries the bearing unit on a three-legged 'stool" each leg of which is 
bolted through cranked supporting lugs, in turn bolted to the main casing 
bottom (see Fig. 3). Anti-vibration, confined-rubber blocks are carried between 
each leg and its support bracket. Suitable design ensures that the horizontal 
centre-line of the outer support points coincides with the centre-line of the drive 
belt assembly. This reduces belt flexing and again leads to stability and 
reduction of vibration. Any remaining vibration in such a machine is confined 
to the rotating assembly and has little effect on the casing or its attachments. 

The drive is usually from a standard a.c. motor with pulley ratios selected 
to give the desired basket speed. Depending on diameter and specified duty, 
basket speeds range from 1400 to 2200 r.p.m. A variable speed motor could be 
used if desired, thus possibly allowing the one machine to be used for more 
than one masse type should process needs dictate this. 

Braking systems are not fitted to these machines, and the better versions, 
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with well-designed bearings and with baskets giving rise to little windage, do in 
fact take several minutes to come to rest after power is disconnected. This does 
not appear to give rise to any serious problems. 

5 Feed systems 
A first variation in the feed systems used is that of feeding either on the ' 

centre-line or off the centre-line. Some makers insist on one, some on the other, 
the difference probably being due to the different forms of accelerating cup 
they use. Where the bearings are totally below the basket, and the centre of the 
accelerating cup is therefore quite clear, then centre feed is usually called for. 
It is said that such a position, being entirely symmetrical, gives the most 
uniform masse distribution and minimises vibration. When the design is such 
that the bearing housing projects into the basket, makers' opinions are divided. 

Some makers fit a form of accelerating cup on top of this housing and then 
feed the masse into the centre of this. In some cases this top cup is referred to 
as a mixing cup (because often water and/or steam is also entering with the feed 
and this mixes with the rnasse at this point), and the masse feeds out from this 
cup down the inside of a slightly conical acceleration cone (Fig. 4). From the 
bottom of this the masse flows into a very shallow cup and thence directly on to 
the screen. 

Other makers, however, see no need for this and simply feed the masse, 
off-centre, directly into a generously proportioned accelerating cup (Fig. 3). 
They would claim that distribution is good with this simple system. 

Incidentally, the water addition at feed point is sometimes achieved by 
running a short length of perforated pipe vertically down on the centre-line of 
the masse stream between the feed valve and the cup. Water leaving through 
the perforations is said to be more readily mixed with the masse in this way. 
Some makers, probably very rightly, point out that water should not be run into 
the cup itself, without some previous mixing with the masse. They say that this 
may allow the water to act as a lubricant at this point and make acceleration 
less certain. This could readily lead to very uneven distribution and the 
"streaming" of unspun masse across the screen and out of the basket. 

It is more than likely that the feed position is not in fact critical, provided 
always that masse viscosity is not too high and that the accelerating cup is well 
designed. 

The feed valve itself takes various forms. It may be an iris diaphragm type 
valve which, while giving sensitive control, maintains the stream of masse 
always on the valve centre-line. This, it is said, helps to ensure uniform flow in 
and out of the acceleration cup. Such a valve is expensive, and other makers 
are content to provide simpler vaIves, sometimes with a coned reducing piece 
immediately below the valve proper to constrain the flow reasonably well to the 
centre. 

In some cases the masse is allowed free fall into the basket, a method 
which has the merit of permitting a clear view of the masse stream at all times. 
In other installations some form of pipe or shrouding is used surrounding the 
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masse stream, but normally oversized so that the masse does not contact it. In 
its simple form this is said to reduce the risk of windage deflecting the stream. It  
sometimes has some kind of sight-glass incorporated, although in practice the 
view is likely to be greatly restricted. It  may be bolted to both valve and 
machine top, using a flexible section to avoid transmission of vibration. In more 
complicated versions, use is made of this pipe to carry "lubricating" water 
and/or steam, fed in to the machine with the masse. There is even a 
double-skinned version carrying steam i n  the outer annular space to prevent 
cooling of the masse. Steam issuing from the bottom then enters the specially 
designed accelerating cup, to re-heat cool masse before distributing it on to the 
screen. 

There is usually the option of linking the feed valve in some way with the 
drive motor so that an increase in motor current tends to close the valve, and 
vice versa. The set-point is adjustable. In this way it is possible to set up the 
machine to run at any desired throughput, since throughput relates very simply 
to motor load. The desired rate will be automatically maintained (within the 
limits of the valve) even if variations in feed head pressure or masse viscosity 
should occur. 

Some sort of cut-off control is also usually installed, either on the feed 
valve or on a second valve above it, which will shut down the feed entirely in 
the event of power failure. 

6 W a s h  systems 
In all machines, some sort of provision is made for applying a water wash. 

The actual pipe and spray arrangement differs according to the whim of the 
manufacturer, though there seems little to choose in respect of performance. 
Probably, therefore, the simpler designs are to be recommended. 

The simplest of all consists of a small bore pipe running down almost the 
full slope length of the basket and having a few small holes towards the lower 
end, on the side facing the screen. In some versions one or more spray nozzles 
take the place of the plain holes and may thereby cover a wider. band. Water is 
fed via a screw-down control valve, and often a simple variable-area flow- 
meter is included in the circuit to permit full control of wash rate. The quantity 
of wash, per cent sugar spun, will not, of course, be constant at constant wash 
flow rate unless the masse throughput rate is also held constant. 

Various attempts have been made to improve performance by further 
sophistication of the wash system. Sometimes several nozzles have been 
provided, disposed in equi-angular positions round the basket. Sometimes a 
second spray position is provided some little way above the first; either or both 
may be used as the operator feels inclined. 

One manufacturer, while retaining the very simple straight pipe, has fitted 
it so that it can slide in a very simple mounting boss on the machine top. This 
allows it to be entered into the basket to any desired length, so in effect 
adjusting the "time of application" of the wash relative to the purging of the 
molasses. The boss is also hinged to allow the entire pipe to be swung clear of 

k 
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the basket for inspection or maintenance. Some more complicated systems 
need to be unbolted or even disconnected for this purpose. 

Very similar systems are provided in most machines to allow low pressure 
steam to be blown into the basket. There is no flow-meter, but a pressure gauge 
is usually fitted. The purpose of the .steam is to maintain a warm humid 
condition inside the basket in spite of possibly considerable windage. This is 
said greatly to facilitate movement of the spun sugar over the upper part of the 
screen and to assist purging by keeping molasses viscosity relatively low. 

If required, wash water, thin juice, and/or steam can be piped to the inside 
of the sugar casing. In some applications, where the spun sugar is to be 
dissolved at the next stage, it makes sense to feed the solvent into the casing. 
This avoids the otherwise certain requirement of fairly frequent steaming- 
down of the casing to remove the adhering sugar build-up. 

F. Performance 

1 General 
Because of the very considerable interaction between the numerous 

variables in a continuous machine installation, reports of performance can be 
confusing and are frequently apparently contradictory. To be really useful, 
such reports need to contain data on many variables which are often taken for 
granted or assumed to be unimportant. They can rarely be taken for granted 
when considering the wide field of machine performance, and they may well be 
very important in combination with other variables. 

For example, in assessing the performance of such an installation it is 
really necessary to know the type of masse, expressed in commonly under- 
stood terms. Local names for a masse may well be interpreted wrongly, say, in 
another country. Was it of cane origin or beet? What was the crystal size, and 
crystal size distribution? What was the sucrose, and reducing sugars content? 
("Purity" is often not sufficiently informative.) What was the water 
content?. . . the viscosity of the molasses?. . . the  crystal content in the mas- 
secuite? Then again, how much waterlmolasses was added before spinning and 
how, exactly? Where and how was the spun sugar sampled? What was the level 
of impurity in this sugar? What was the molasses analysis? ("Purity" is even 
less meaningful here.) As to the machine itself, what basket angle, size and type 
was used? What screen, and what backing screen? How was the masse fed in? 
What was the wash device and how much wash was applied? Throughput rate 
of masse? . . .machine speed? What mechanical defects appeared, and after 
how long? Is the factory work seasonal, or five-day-week all year?. . . or seven- 
day-continuous all year? 

All these factors, and more, need to be noted and used in making 
comparative assessments, and preferably they should have been reported by 
the user, rather than by the manufacturer, of the machine. 

However, an attempt is made below to sort out some general impressions 
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from the many reports available from various users, noting wherever possible 
when experiences are common and where they are unique. 

2 Throughput 
As we might expect, this seems to depend largely on the type of 

massecuite and to an extent on machine size and speed. An 850 mm, 34" 
machine has been reported to  have a capacity as low as one t.p.h. on final low 
grade cane massecuites at speeds around 2000r.p.m. However, such masses 
have also been spun at 2-3 t.p.h. after modification to basket holes, addition of 
lubrication water, increased mixing before the acceleration cup, and use of 
steam. An 1100 mm machine on such material is said to have satisfactorily dealt 
with 44 t.p.h. 

With richer masses, and usually with beet sugar rather than cane, figures 
up to 12 t.p.h. have been claimed on such a machine. 

The importance of reducing molasses viscosity, either with heat or with 
water addition (or both), and also in many cases the importance of keeping 
screens and backing screens clean, has been stressed by a few users. 

In general, smallness of grain seems less of an inhibiting factor on high 
throughput than it would be in a batch machine. 

One point that emerges from the reports is that the best work often results 
from feeding the masse fast. Attempts to improve by progressive reduction of 
throughput soon seem to produce worse results, possibly due to uneven 
distribution at the low rates. It  is certainly important that all the screen is kept 
covered. 

Some users have discovered that (at least with high viscosity materials) 
throughput has finally been limited by the size and design of the feed valvelfeed 
pipe system. Bearing in mind that the head pressure normally available is fairly 
small, these feed systems need to be generously proportioned. 

3 Sugar quality 
It is generally the case with low grade materials that, by suitable adjust- 

ments of feed rate and wash rate, the spun sugar analysis can be made at least 
as good as from a batch machine. However, there seems to be an upper limit to 
spun sugar purity beyond which it is difficult to go. For example, with recovery 
("after-product" or "remelt") first boiling, several users say they are rarely able 
to reach sugar purities high enough for remelting into the main liquor stream, 
although their batch machines do this very easily. The reasons for this probably 
lie in the difference between true "washing" in these machines and the 
"displacement" or "claircing" which takes place in batch machines (see 
Section II.B.4). If purging of virtually all the liquid film is not possible, then to 
obtain a high analysis in the sugar the analysis of the remaining film itself must 
be high. This will only be  realised if the "wash" is in fact a "clairce" or, of 

I course, if double purging is used, mingling the once-spun sugar with water or 
i with some high grade syrup. 
1 Throughout the masse quality range it can again be seen that the best 
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results follow suitable viscosity control at the feed point, and good distribution 
within the machine. The clear-cut relationship with wash which is traditionally 
seen in batch machines is less readily noticeable in the continuous machine, 
particularly when distribution is poor. 

One fact that quite clearly emerges is that a significant degree of damage 
(attrition, fracture or break-up) of the crystal occurs between input and output 
points on these machines. Some authorities claim that this is entirely due to the 
impact of the sugar discharged on to the casing wall, though not all users are 
agreed on this. Some claim that some damage does occur during the crystals' 
traverse of the screen. Whatever the cause, the effect is certainly present and it 
seems to be worse with higher purity sugars, larger crystals, higher rotational 
speeds, larger baskets and smaller sugar-casings. With a considerably enlarged 
sugar-casing, as supplied by at least one manufacturer, the problem seems to be 
reduced though probably not entirely cured. 

One of the difficulties in making comparison is that of expressing the 
degree of damage in some meaningful numbers. While counts of "damaged 
crystals" may seem at first glance to be useful, it has to be remembered that it is 
the number of fragments produced that is likely to be important. Especially is 
this so when the sugar is to be used in an "einwurf" process or as seed for 
another strike. Every fragment knocked from a crystal is then potentially a new 
crystal in the next strike, so that the mean size in that pan will be significantly 
reduced and the size distribution will be widened. It is to be expected in such a 
case that the fines need to be somehow removed before the sugar is boiled-on in 
the next pan, and this can be costly and time-consuming. 

A more subtle effect, however, is that the high speed and the air flow in the 
sugar-casing of these machines leads to some segregation of crystals according 
to their size. The fines tend to reach the casing near the top, while progressively 
heavier crystals strike progressively further down. Moreover, the fines, having 
proportionately more surface area, tend to carry proportionately more of the 
unpurged molasses. These two characteristics can readily lead to a build-up of 
mixed fines and molasses, forming a ring of putty-like material around the 
upper edge of the casing. After achieving a certain size this will break away and 
fall under its own weight, reaching the output conveyor intermittently and in 
lumps. When sugar is being sampled, it is all too easy to overlook these lumps 
and collect only the better quality material. Certainly the chances of such 
lumps appearing in the standard sampling device on the side of the case are 
fairly slight. In this way an optimistic value for sugar quality may well be 
reported. 

4 Molasses 
The two important parameters here are the brix and the purity of the 

molasses leaving the machine. The rather generous addition of water in these 
machines, either as "wash" or as "lubrication", is a characteristic which 
disturbed some users whose long experience was of batch machines. However, 
the main effect of such water is simply to lower the density of the molasses, and 
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it is probably true that this is of little consequence. In most cases it would have 
been necessary anyway to dilute the molasses after spinning, in preparation for 
the next stage, so there is probably no overall increase in the quantity of water 
added. 

As indicated in Section II.B.4, the wash water, at normally used percen- 
tages, is unlikely to cause any re-solution of the crystal but will merely dilute 
the molasses film. This being the case, there is unlikely to be any enrichment of 
the molasses from this cause. However, water added by other means, for 
example via a "rod" at the centre of the feed stream, or as condensed steam in 
a re-heating device, does need to be used carefully. Its opportunities for sugar 
re-solution may be rather greater, in which case some enrichment of the 
molasses is quite possible. 

In practice, many users have reported a small but distinct rise in molasses 
purity in comparison with molasses from batch machines working on the same 
masse. It is probable that such a rise, while including small increase due to the 
water, as outlined above, is in major part due to fine crystals passing the screen. 
In batch machines, as previously described, the thick sugar-wall tends to act as 
a fine filter to prevent passage of these fines. A purity rise from this cause calls 
for careful reappraisal of the machine operating technique. For example, a 
higher throughput may give a sufficiently thicker sugar layer to avoid the rise; 
small changes in wash addition, and perhaps acceptance of marginally lower 
sugar purity, may also help. Some users have countered (rather than cured) the . 
problem by boiling lower purity masses. The continuous machine will probably 
spin these adequately where a batch machine would not, and the molasses 
produced, even if some sugar did pass the screen, may still be no richer than the 
norm. It should be understood that this is very much a second-best method of 
dealing with the problem, since, logically, if it is possible to boil and spin a 
lower masse then it would be highly desirable to take advantage of the fact by 
achieving lower purity molasses. However, as is the case with many sugar 
techniques, we may have to be content with a best compromise solution, and 
this is a matter for determination by experiment and measurement on-site. 

5 Mechanical 

(a) Screens. Screen life, to judge from available reports, can be very 
variable. This is hardly surprising, of course, bearing in mind the stress which 
the material suffers and the abrading effect of the moving sugar. I t  is fairly 
certain that, in low grade work at least, small foreign bodies present in the 
masse (iron scale for example, or small break-away hard sugar lumps) cause 
numerous small indentations in the screen which can act as focal points for 
more serious failure. Clearly a large foreign body, say a bolt or nut, if not 
trapped, will very easily lead to a split screen. 

! 
1 It is also very important that screens are correctly fitted. On the whole a 
I fairly high degree of precision, and certainly of care, is needed in this work. 
1 Careless handling and fitting may reduce a screen's life from a potential three 
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months to as many days. Much will depend on the type of screen in use, since I 
the heavier large-hole screen will stand more buffeting than the very thin, 
fine-slot screens. The type of backing screen will also affect the issue since it is 
from here that the working screen takes its support. The backing screen needs 
to be accurate in surface form and to give maximum support without 
significantly reducing molasses drainage. 

(b) Drive systems. The poly-V belts now in use are probably longer 
lasting than the earlier sets of single belts, but a great deal still depends on the 
extent of vibration which occurs in any particular machine, and upon the skill 
and care used in keeping the belts in correct tension. Ignored, their life is 
reduced. The vibration effect will probably vary with the machine's design; 
when bearings are within the basket, the drive pulley may be liable to less 
sideways movement and may therefore not give rise to serious fluctuation in 
belt tension. Such fluctuation is more likely where the basket and pulley 
overhang the bearings at either end. The particular system of anti-vibration 
mountings adopted can also be expected to influence this fluctuation. The oiling 
systems seem satisfactory as long as contamination of oil with water is 
avoided. In spite of the seals, such contamination can occur, particularly if the 
machine is steamed out while stationary. Not all manufacturers draw attention 
to this point, and not all users are happy to steam out while the machine is in 
motion. Contamination of the oil in some such way could contribute to 
premature bearing failure. 

An important feature in bearing housing design is the ease of access for 
bearing replacement. In particular it is important that accurate re-assembly can 
be achieved reasonably easily and without damage. Machines may differ in this 
point of design. 

(c) The casings and miscellaneous fittings. The main enemy here is 
corrosion resulting from condensed vapour or from the essential frequent 
steaming-out. Stainless steel will of course be largely proof against such 
troubles. Fittings can soon become a nuisance if not well designed; hinges and 
clips on inspection covers sometimes tend to distort or become knocked about, 
and the covers may then fail to seal. When this happens, sugar, molasses or 
water can be sprayed out over a wide area. The usual sugar-sampling device, 
fitted through the side of the casing, needs to be kept clean if it is not to become 
difficult to handle. It is in any case a rather poor tool. Feed-inlet sight-glasses, 
where fitted, and wash-water flow-meters also need to be maintained in clean 
condition or their value is soon lost. 

6 Manpower 
One advantage which the continuous machines have is that fewer people 

are needed to operate them. This advantage is less marked in a comparison with 
fully automatic machines, but then these may be unsuitable for other reasons in 
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some applications. Unfortunately, however, powerful advertising by some 
manufacturers may encourage users to believe that the machines can be run 
virtually without attention. 

Many users have discovered that, while the machines can indeed run 
without supervision, they cannot be run satisfactorily in this way. They do in 
fact require continuous supervision by an operator who understands their 
special characteristics and who can make the required correct readjustments. It  
is only too easy, without supervision, to have throughput variation without a 
corresponding wash change, to have masse quality variations which call for . 

throughput change, and even to have, as in one recorded case, a machine 
discovered to have ejected its screen completely some time in the previous 
three hours ! 

Inattention will surely lead to deterioration in performance, possibly an 
expensive one. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The continuous conical-basket, vertical-axis centrifugal has made its mark 
in sugar centrifuging all over the world. It has come to stay in one form or 
another, and its increasing use, not unnaturally, is leading to its increasing 
development. It is likely to replace many of the low grade batch installations as 
these come up for renewal, and it will probably be adopted for these duties in 
new factories. Its use in top grade white sugar product work is less predictable, 
and for this duty the large automatic batch machine probably still has a 
considerable future. The use of the continuous machine in this area probably 
awaits further modification and development, very probably on the lines of the 
machine (described in Section 1I.C) using a rotating chargeldischarge system 
and medium thickness sugar-wall. 

Results can be very good, and certainly there are accompanying reductions 
in power demand, manpower requirements and skilled maintenance. However, 
it is very important that the new principles are fully explored and fully 
understood; that operators are fully trained and allowed time for proper 
machine supervision; that performance is regularly reviewed. Without these 
provisions it is only too easy for performance to deteriorate. 

SUMMARY 

The paper examines developments in the centrifuging of sugar since about 
1960. 

In the batch machine, development has been more in respect of detail than 
in principle, following upon technological advances in electrical engineering, 
solid-state electronics and metallurgy. Stainless steel construction is now fairly 
commonplace and the trend to even larger baskets continues. All functions 
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including charging and discharging are now power-operated. In many cases, not 
only is the whole cycle automatic but groups of machines are also automati- 
cally linked for battery operation. The control gear may be pneumatic, although 
solid-state electronic systems are increasingly taking over. Several different 
drive systems of more or less sophistication have been developed, from the 
simple pole-change a.c. motor to the sophisticated (and expensive) variable- 
speed a.c. commutator motor. Probably the present leader is the thyristor- 
controlled d.c. drive. Using comparatively small solid-state control gear, such a 
system is simple, reliable and robust. 

Much greater development has been seen in the continuous centrifugal 
machines, where some form of vertical-axis, coned-basket machine now 
appears in factories all over the world. While the principle is the same in all, 
there remain significant variations in design, often with corresponding varia- 
tions in performance, reliability, power consumption and ease of maintenance. 
These machines are simple (compared with the automatic batch machines) and 
are economical in power and manpower; there are no complications in the 
motor, or power supply, or in control; there are no problems of accurate 
charging or discharging. The machines are also inherently safer. 

However, the design details must to some extent represent a compromise, 
and any machine can be expected to perform better with some masses than 
with others. In general, masses which may be quite difficult to spin in batch 
machines may be handled in these without trouble. A fresh approach is needed 
on the part of the operator, however, and control cannot be quite so fine as with 
a good batch machine. Wash acts differently in the continuous machine and, up 
to a point, will effectively "lubricate off" the molasses with very little 
re-solution of the crystals. It is perfectly possible (indeed advantageous) to 
water-wash final remelt masses. 

One less desirable characteristic is the serious crystal breakage which 
seems to be caused by the high impact velocity of the crystals upon the casing. 
Some improvement results from the use of greatly over-sized casings, but these 
do not entirely solve the problem. Furthermore, it is difficult to achieve, at least 
in a single purge, the spun-sugar quality required in a white product or even in 
first-boiling remelts. So far these machines have found their main application in 
raw factories or in the lower grade stations of refineries, but it is certain that 
their use has rapidly extended and may well continue to do so. 

(A new-comer to the field adopts a rather different principle: the sugar is 
not self-discharging, the masse being charged, in a medium-thick layer, on to 
the screen, and the spun sugar later lifted off it, by an arrangement rotating 
within the basket and at a small speed differential from it. In this machine full 
control of the purge-wash-dry cycle is very possible. The thicker wall and 
longer residence time also permits washing-up to high grade remelt, or even 
white-refined, standards.) 

In all these machines, performance can be strongly affected by minor 
changes in such things as screen aperture, throughput rate, masse viscosity, 
design of accelerator cup and rotational speed. The screen is particularly 
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important. Many effects seen are due to interaction between causes, so that the 
achievement of optimum operating conditions is rarely a simple matter. 

Given proper supervision, the continuous machine is likely to do an 
effective centrifuging job for less capital outlay, lower running cost and in 
many cases with no loss of quality in the product. Its use is likely to extend 
even further. 

Fig. I.  Balance of forces in the vertical-axis machine 
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Fig. 2. Essential parts of simple continuous centrifuge. 
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Fig. 3. More sophisticated design of continuous centrifuge. 
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Fig. 4. An alternative feed distribution system. 
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Fig. 5. Advanced design with rapid masse re-heating. 
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SUMARIO 

El escrito investiga adelantos en la centrifugacibn del azucar, desde 
aproximadamente 1960. 

En las maquinas de operaci6n no continua, el desarrollo ha sido mayor en 
sus detalles que en sus principios, tomando en cuenta 10s avances tecnol6gicos 
en la Electricidad, Electr6nica y Metalurgia. 

Es ahora bastante comdn la construcci6n de acero inoxidable y continua la 
1 
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tendencia a usar canastas mhs grandes. Todas las funciones, incluyendo las de 
carga y descarga, se operan mecanicamente. En muchos casos no solamente el 
ciclo es totalmente automatico, sin0 que tambiCn son acondicionados grupos de 
maquinas para operar en serie. El sistema de control puede ser neumatico, sin 
embargo se estan imponiendo sistemas electr6nicos de circuitos integrados. Se 
han desarrollado diversos sistemas de ascionamiento de mayor o menor 
complejidad, desde el sencillo motor de C.A. monopolar, hasta el complicado y 
costoso motor de C.A. de velocidad variable. Probablemente el accionamiento 
por C.D. controlado por un tiristor es el mejor en la actualidad, ya que a1 usar un 
control de estado sdlido pequeiio, el sistema resulta sencillo, seguro y fuerte. 

Se encuentran el la actualidad en todo el mundo, maquinas centrifugas 
continuas con cierta forma de eje vertical y canasta-cbnica, en las cuales se ha 
notado un gran adelanto. 

Mientras que en todas las maquinas se sigue el mismo procedimiento, existen 
diferencias de tomarse en cuenta en la construcci6n o diseiio; con frecuencia las 
correspondientes a funcionamiento, seguridad, confianza en la operacihn, 
consumo de potencia y facilidad de mantenimiento. Comparadas con las 
maquinas de operaci6n no continua, Cstas son sencillas y econ6micas en cuanto a 
consumo de potencia y rnano de obra; no existen complicaciones en el motor o en 
el suministro de potencia, ni en el control y tampoco problemas de precisi6n a1 
cargar o descargar estas centrifugas. Son inherentemente mas seguras. Sin 
embargo hay que transigir en 10s detalles de contrucci6n y es de esperarse, que 
cualquier mgquina trabaje mejor con unas masas cocidas que con otras. En estas 
maquinas, las masas cocidas que generalmente pueden ser dificiles de cen- 
trifugar en las mhquinas de operaci6n no continua, son faciles de manejar. 

Estas mhquinas no dejaran nada que desear y trabajaran tan bien como las 
de operaci6n no continua, si el encargado las maneja con precisi6n. En las 
mhquinas continuas, el proceso de lavado se lleva a cab0 en diferente forma y en 
cierto grado, lubricara la miel con muy poca redisoluci6n de cristales. Es un 
hecho y ventajoso por cierto, el llevar a cab0 el lavado de las masas cocidas para 
refundici6n. 

Una caracteristica indeseable, es la del gran n6mero de cristales que se 
rompen y parece ser ocasionada por la velocidad de alto impact0 de Cstos, contra 
la canasta. Por medio del uso de canastas sobredimensionadas se obtienen 
algunas mejoras, per0 esto no resuelve completamente el problema. Mas a6n, es 
dificil conseguir, por lo menos en una sola centrifugaci611, la calidad requerida 
para 10s azucares blancos, o a6n para 10s de refundici6n de primer producto. 
Estas maquinas se han operado hasta ahora con mayor Cxito en las fabricas de 
azucar crudo o en las estaciones de bajos-productos de las refinerias, per0 su uso 
se ha extendido rapidamente y tiende a continuar asi. 

Una persona recien ingresada en este campo, sigue un procedimiento un 
tanto diferente: 

El azucar no se descarga sola; la carga es depositada poniendo sobre el 
cedazo una capa medianamente gruesa; a continuaci6n se descarga el azucar 
centrifugado por un dispositivo que gira dentro de la canasta a una velocidad 
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ligeramente diferente. En esta m6quina se puede lograr el control absoluto en el 
c i c l ~  del proceso de purificaci6n de lavadosecado. 

El mayor grosor de la pared y el alargar el tiempo de permanencia de la 
carga, permite llegar a obtener un grado mayor de refundimiento y hasta llegar a 
obtener mayor blancura en el refinado. 

En todas estas mgquinas, el funcionamiento puede ser afectado sensib- 
lemente por cambios pequeiios, como el tamaiio de 10s orificios de la tela, 
cantidad de masa purgada, viscosidad de la masa, diseiio del acelerador y 
velocidad de rotaci6n. La  tela es sumamente importante. 

Se ha observado que muchos efectos se deben a la interacci6n de causas, 
por lo tanto es dificil lograr las 6ptimas condiciones de operaci6n. 

Bien supervisada la mBquina de operaci6n continua, se obtiene un cen- 
trifugado efectivo, invirtiendo poco capital, menor costo de potencia y, en 
rnuchos casos, sin pCrdida en la calidad del producto. 

Su empleo, se propagar6 mucho m6s. 


